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A
WELCOME
FROM OUR
CHAIRPERSON

As the longest-standing board member and chairperson of Dance
Ireland, it is an honour and pleasure to welcome you to Dance Ireland
21. Over this year you will find a superfluity of dance activities to enjoy:
films, photography, classes, exchanges, reflections, talks, performances;
all exhibiting the current and manifold expression that comprises our
beloved art form: dance.
I can recall previous decades of burgeoning dance-practice in
Ireland, the prominence of key ideals that governed a strongly-focused
group of dance artists towards the successful implementation of what
might be called the professionalisation of dance, as an autonomous
art form. In prior public discussion, dance had been characterised as
‘beleaguered’, and given the moniker ‘cinderella of the arts’. Through
decades of scarcity followed by relative plenty, our resilient dance
sector developed a working style that adapted and modified according
to both creative and pragmatic dictates.
Within the constraints of the present climate, it is largely thanks to
the membership of Dance Ireland that we can roll out such a wide-ranging
programme for this commemoration, which is both timely and opportune:
an acknowledgement of the sector’s creative pursuit, its resilience under
pressure, and the organisation’s forward-reaching perspective.
It may be said that the mark of a civilised society is freedom of thought
and expression, values fought for in other parts of the world and indeed by
our forebears: what greater vehicle of expression can there be than the body
freely in motion? We celebrate here a defiant and irrepressible impulse to
continue the dance into the twenty-first century, marking this moment in time
as a place to pause and reflect on our art, to showcase our talent, and to
acknowledge the dedication of our dance artists.
Dance Ireland 21 reverses undue remonstrance concerning the
viability of dance, and in this celebration places the art form where it
belongs finally: at the centre of cultural discourse in Ireland.
Dr Adrienne Brown
Chairperson Dance Ireland
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FROM APDI
TO DANCE IREL AND:
SNAPSHOTS IN TIME
1989

1995

APDI hosts a meeting in Drury’s

2002

APDI is renamed as Dance

Murphy, Leonie McDonagh,

Fiona Quilligan hosts a small

DanceFest’95 – APDI, in

Hotel: Dance funding and the

Dance on the Dáil, Tuesday 14

Ireland; DanceHouse opens its

Rebecca Reilly, Mary Wycherley,

group in her Stamer Street flat to

association with Project Arts

impact of a major dance festival

May – over 70 members braved

doors in December.

Eddie Kay, Aine Stapleton, Emma

discuss the idea of establishing

Centre, presents works by Dance

on the Irish dance community,

the rain to take dance class on

a dance support group. Later in

Theatre of Ireland, Irish Modern

as part of an Arts Council

Kildare Street and handed in

2007

July, a larger group of dancers,

Dance Theatre, Daghdha Dance

commissioned dance festival

a 2,303 signature petition to

A Guide to Independent

2010

choreographers and company

Company, Rubato Ballet, New

feasibility study. Moderated by

An Taoiseach Bertie Ahern T.D.

Choreographers and Dance

Dance Ireland embarks on two

directors gather in Dublin

Balance Dance Company, Jenny

Victoria White (Irish Times) with

highlighting concerns related to

Companies produced.

major EU funded programmes:

Youth Theatre’s offices and the

& Liz Roche and Morleigh

speakers Val Bourne (Dance

vocational dance training.

Association of Professional

Steinberg.

Umbrella), Gaye Tanham (Arts

Dancers in Ireland (APDI) is born.

Martin and Ingrid Nachstern.

Modul-dance and Tour d’Europe

2008

des Choréographes.

Council), Nikki Millican (New

APDI relocates to THEatre Space

The first Re-Presenting Ireland

1996

Moves) and Guy Guypens

@ The Mint with a fully equipped

presented: a showcase initiative

2011

1990

APDI produces its first newsletter

(Spring Dance).

dance studio, resource space

by Culture Ireland, Dance

DanceHouse celebrates its

APDI morning classes for

ProDance News.

and office.

Ireland and Dublin Dance

fifth birthday; Dance Ireland

Festival featuring works by

awarded a second licence

Digges Lane Dance Centre closes

professional dancers held in

and APDI office and classes

2004

Dance Theatre of Ireland,

from Dublin City Council to run

DanceFest’97 – APDI hosts three

relocate to The College of Dance,

The first Irish Dance Directory is

ponydance, Myriad Dance

DanceHouse.

1992

weeks of performances featuring

De Valois House.

published by APDI, co-funded

Company, Liz Roche Company,

APDI incorporated as a not-

Russell Maliphant, CoisCéim and

by the Arts Council and Dance

Mary Wycherley & Jürgen

2012

for-profit company, limited by

FreeFall – two evenings of short

1999

Northern Ireland, and sells out.

Simpson and Mairead Vaughan

Dance Ireland granted

guarantee. The incorporating

works from Rubato Ballet, and

Irish Choreographers’ New Works

& Dara O’Brien.

charitable status (CHY 16193).

members were: John Scott, Roy

choreographers Cindy Cummings,

Platform: mentor Finola Cronin

Galvin, Zelda Quilligan, Robert

Paul Johnson, Adrienne Brown

with Niamh Condron, Maggie

Irish Choreographers’ New

2009

2013

Connor, Fiona Quilligan, Jeffrey

and Tim Weatherhead.

Harvey, Mairead Vaughan,

Works Platform: mentor Rosemary

Dance Ireland awards

Dance Ireland celebrates its

Butcher with Nick Bryson, Rachel

choreographic bursaries to Nick

twenty-first anniversary with

Wynne, Jessica Kennedy and Áine

Bryson, Mark Carberry, Emma

Dance Ireland 21.

Stapleton, held at the Back Loft.

Fitzgerald, Elena Giannotti, Laura

Fox and Loretta Yurick.

Simone Litchfield, Ríonach Ní Néill,
Fearghus Ó Conchúir, Rebecca
Reilly and Debbie Roche.
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1997

Digges Lane Dance Centre.

2006
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DANCE
I R E L A N D 21:
STILL IN
MOTION

Since our establishment in 1989, Dance Ireland has grown and evolved, yet
our founding principles and ethos have not changed – simply we exist to
support, nurture and develop the art of dance – all dance – in Ireland today.
With a membership of over 200 – made up of dancers, choreographers,
companies and dance enthusiasts – we remain committed to building
our programme of training and development opportunities. While
maintaining our ‘breadth and balance’ approach; we remain flexible
and responsive to the needs of all dance artists.
Through DanceHouse, we are in an enviable position to be able
to support dance makers to research, create and present; and alongside
professionals, to train, learn and share. For dance enthusiasts we
provide an enjoyable range of dance classes. And for our growing
audiences we present showcase opportunities, including New
Movements, platforms, dance film screenings and exhibitions. All of
which ensures DanceHouse remains a vibrant and creative dance hub.
Looking to the next 21 years, we continue to increase opportunities
for dance artists and companies to refresh, extend and consolidate
their practice through our programme, which in addition to training and
development strands, also includes showcasing, networking nationally
and internationally, forging key partnerships and introducing new artists
and working concepts to Ireland.
The subsequent benefits to the dance sector would not be possible
without the ongoing and continuing commitment from all our partners and
in particular from the Arts Council, Dublin City Council and Culture Ireland,
whose financial support helps us to present a year-round multi-faceted
programme for the betterment of all involved in dance in Ireland today.
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The special events marking Dance Ireland
21: Still in Motion are significant next steps
for Dance Ireland. Celebrating 21 years as a
resource and service organisation, we highlight
the innovative vibrancy of the Irish dance
community, our members, through Made in
Dublin, 12 short dance film commissions, a
new photography exhibition, a curated Dance
Talks series, a Dance Ireland on Tour initiative
and probably most notably the launch of a
fundraising campaign to raise €21,000 for
a Dance Ireland commission fund.

Paul Johnson
Chief Executive Dance Ireland
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Made in Dublin, the inaugural event
in Dance Ireland’s 21st anniversary
year, is a special season of new dance
performances, all of which were
created or developed by national and
international artists in DanceHouse
over the past six years.
VENUES
PROJECT ARTS CENTRE, ABBEY THEATRE,
MEETING HOUSE SQUARE, DANCEHOUSE
JAN 28 — FEB 2 2013
SEE INDIVIDUAL EVENTS FOR DETAILS
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Image of The Old Testament According to The Loose Collective (The Loose Collective) by David Payr

MADE
IN DUBLIN
Through programmes such as Moduldance, E-Motional Bodies & Cities,
the Associate Artists Programme and
more, Dance Ireland has provided
national and international dance
makers with vital resources to
research, develop and create new
dance. Most of all, we have provided
opportunities for artists to learn, share
and collaborate.
We have invited back some
of those artists to celebrate our
21st anniversary with work that
encompasses the multiple “voices”
of dance in Europe, yet celebrates
dance as a common language.

With the spotlight firmly on the
upcoming generation of European
dance makers, Made in Dublin is
a week of full-length dance shows,
extracts and ‘first looks’, by artists
from nine European countries,
including Ireland. As well as the live
performances, we’re also presenting
a series of free dance film screenings
on Meeting House Square and
daytime encounters in DanceHouse
which show the breadth and diversity
of dance at play today.
Made in Dublin is supported through Strand
5 of the Arts Council programme to mark
Ireland’s Presidency of the Council of the
European Union, which is dedicated to creating
a common European space for culture.
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Frames & Fragments
Mary Wycherley ScreenDance
DANCEHOUSE
MON 28 JAN — SAT 2 FEB, 10AM–6PM

Body and Forgetting is a powerful
dance performance that brings
together the work of choreographer
Liz Roche and film maker Alan
Gilsenan, with a live score by Denis
Roche. Inspired by the writings
of Czech writer Milan Kundera,
Liz Roche Company’s remarkable
dancers find their way through
delicately woven circumstances of
disappearance, loss, relationship and
hope. Their attempts to hold fast to
memories and objects of meaning
are at the heart of this work.

ABBEY THEATRE
PREVIEW MON 28 JAN, 8PM
TUES 29 JAN – SAT 2 FEB, 8PM
MATINÉE SAT 2 FEB, 2.30PM
60MINS (NO INTERVAL)
€22.50 / €18 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS
Performance may contain partial nudity.

The Abbey Theatre presents this production of
Body and Forgetting by Liz Roche Company. Body
and Forgetting was developed with the support
of Modul-dance, a pan-European dance mobility
project, and Dance Ireland.
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ADMISSION FREE

Made in Dublin: Films

An insight into the collaborative
process of five artists over a threeweek period in 2012. Commissioned
by Dance Ireland and filmed
in DanceHouse as part of the
E-Motional Bodies & Cities project.

MEETING HOUSE SQUARE,
TEMPLE BAR
WED 30 JAN — SAT 2 FEB, 6–10PM
120 MINS (LOOPED)
ADMISSION FREE

Join us in the unique venue of
Meeting House Square as we present
18 short dance films by renowned
national and international dance
artists and filmmakers over four days.
This series of dance film screenings
is curated by Núria Font/NU2s on
behalf of Dance Ireland under the
umbrella of Modul-dance.
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PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

Body and Forgetting
Liz Roche Company (Ireland)

Image of Body & Forgetting (Liz Roche Company) by Fionn McCann

22 MINS (LOOPED)

Vontade de ter Vontade/
Willingness to Will
Cláudia Dias (Portugal)

TRIPLE BILL

Spekies (First Look)
La Zampa (France)
PROJECT UPSTAIRS
THURS 31 JAN, 9.30PM

PROJECT CUBE

THURS 31 JAN, 6PM

50MINS

THURS 31 JAN, 7.30PM

45MINS

€20 / €18 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS

20MINS — 15MINS — 20MINS

€20 / €18 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS

Actions
John Scott Dance (Ireland)
A funny and tender duet, Actions
is a physical conversation between
two individuals in an empty space.
Originally made as an installation
in a museum, Actions has now been
adapted for stage performance.

€12 / €10 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS

Interested in the dialogue between
dance and other art forms, La Zampa
use dance, live music and lighting
to create arresting and somewhat
disturbing landscapes.

Hear Me Sing Your Song
(First Look)

Liv O’Donoghue (Ireland)

Performance may
contain strobe lighting.
Spekies is coproduced by Théâtre de Nîmes,
Centre de Développement Chorégraphique

Performance contains nudity.

Toulouse Midi-Pyrénées, Théâtre de L’Archipel/
Perpignan, Centre Chorégraphique National de

Vontade de ter vontade is coproduced by

Rillieux-la-Pape Yuval Pick; and supported by

deSingel Internationale Kunstcampus and

Tanzhaus/Düsseldorf, Dansens Hus/Stockholm,

Culturgest, and supported by Fórum Cultural

Mercat de Les Flors/Barcelona, ADC/Genêve,

José Manuel Figueiredo and Espacio AZALA;

Art Stations Foundations/Poznan, Dance Ireland/

with additional support from El Graner/

Dublin, Kino Šiška/Ljubljana and CDC Toulouse

Mercat De Les Flors/Barcelona and Dance

through Modul-dance. This presentation is

Ireland/Dublin through Modul-dance.

supported by the French Embassy in Ireland.
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Image of Actions (John Scott Dance) by Chris Nash

PERFORMANCE

What Europe is this?” and “What
Europe do we want?” are the questions
at the heart of Cláudia Dias’ latest
creation, Vontade de ter Vontade.
This powerful, political and poetic
take on the here-and-now is filled with
unpretentious and rigorous poetry. A
thought-provoking new work by this
absorbing Portuguese artist.

A ‘first look’ at a new piece in
development by one of the most
promising young dance voices in
Ireland, Hear Me Sing Your Song
is a performance of knowing and
unknowing, yearning for another
place, pining for another people.
Inspired by choreographer Liv
O’Donoghue’s mixed heritage, Hear
Me Sing Your Song is a delicate piece
for two dancers and two musicians
exploring ideas of duality and identity.

John Scott Dance is supported by the Arts Council

Liv’s work has been supported by the Arts Council

Lo Sguardo del Cane is supported by Centro Artistico

of Ireland, Culture Ireland and Dance Ireland.

Il Grattacielo Livorno and Company Blu, CSC Bassano

Ireland, Culture Ireland and Dublin City Council.

Lo Sguardo del Cane/
The Look of the Dog (First Look)
Elena Giannotti (Italy/Ireland)
Lo Sguardo Del Cane (The Look of
the Dog) is a solo choreographed
and performed by Elena as part of a
multiple series of compositions called
RIA – Rider In Arena.

del Grappa – one of Dance Ireland’s partners in its
ongoing International Dance Exchange Programme.
Elena was a Modul-dance Carte Blanche Artist for
2010/11. This presentation is supported by The Italian
Institute of Culture – Dublin.
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PERFORMANCE

PROJECT UPSTAIRS

TRIPLE BILL

PROJECT UPSTAIRS

PROJECT CUBE

PROJECT UPSTAIRS

FRI 1 FEB, 6PM

FRI 1 FEB, 7.30PM

FRI 1 FEB, 9.30PM

55MINS

40MINS — 15MINS

15MINS — 25MINS — 15MINS

€20 / €18 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS

€12 / €10 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS

€20 / €18 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS

When it comes to autobiographical
theatre, it is impossible to pass along
a little gem by Claudia Dias, Visita
Guiada (Guided Tour). Dias uses
her personal story, lived between
Almada and Lisbon, as a backdrop
to the history of the two cities and its
people while building the landscapes
of her youth with everyday objects
taken from a shopping bag. The most
original and poetic sightseeing tour
you will ever experience.

Tune In
Lia Haraki (Cyprus)

Siena (First Look)
La Veronal (Spain)

Presented as part of the
E-Motional Performance Exchange
Programme, Lia Haraki’s Tune
In is an hypnotic, haunting solo
performance by one of the most
distinctive Cypriot dance makers.

Take classical dance, shake it and
mix it with elements of theatre and
silent movies. This is La Veronal, a
revolutionary young Spanish company
whose work runs deep and fast. They
are creating a 10-part series where
each piece’s background takes as a
starting point a country or city in the
world, creating an analogy between
dance and landscape. In a ‘first look’
at this hotly anticipated new work,
the accomplished dancers perform
complex choreographic material to the
backdrop of the Italian city of Siena.

Tune In is supported by Dance House Lemesos.
This presentation is supported by the EUfunded E-MOTIONAL Bodies and Cities

Performance contains nudity.

project, Performance Exchange strand.

Visita Guiada was produced by RE.AL during

Softer Swells
Aoife McAtamney (Ireland)

the period 2003–2009. Supported by Centre
Chorégraphique National de Montpellier

With an interesting play of
dance and song, Aoife portrays
a woman alone with her memories.
A compelling solo performance.

– Languedoc Roussillon, dans le cadre du
programme Hors-Série; Forum Dança and
Companhia Teatral do Chiado.

Aoife’s work has been supported by
the Arts Council of Ireland, Dublin
City Council and Dance Ireland.
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Mortuus Est Philippus (First Look)
Philip Connaughton (Ireland)
A ‘first look’ at Mortuus Est Philippus
sees one of Ireland’s leading male
dancers examine ideas of selfawareness, vulnerability and love. Set
to an original score by Michael Gallen,
Philip Connaughton’s intermittent,
floating movement takes us from the
banal to the beautiful and back again.
Philip’s work has been supported by the Arts Council
of Ireland and Dance Ireland. Philip is currently Dance
Artist in residence at Axis Ballymun.

Moscow
La Veronal (Spain)
Extracted from their full-length work
Rússia, Moscow is inspired by Soviet
gymnasts, where serious and threatening
movements bump up against striking
and subversive humour. A must-see.

Siena is a coproduction of Mercat de les Flors/
Barcelona and Europäisches Zentrum der Künste/

Moscow is a short 15-min version of Rússia,

Dresden, supported by DeVIR/CAPa Centro de

coproduced by Mercat de les Flors/Barcelona

Artes Performativas do Algarve Faro, Duncan

and CAER Reus, with support from Departament

Dance Center/Athens and Dance Ireland/Dublin

de Cultura de la Generalitat de Catalunya and

through Modul-dance.

in collaboration with Institut del Teatre Servei de
graduats, Les Golfes de Can Fabra, La Caldera y
Centro Cívico de La Barceloneta.
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DOUBLE BILL

Image of Mortuus Est Philippus (Philip Connaughton) by Luca Truffarelli

PERFORMANCE

Visita Guiada / Guided Tour
Cláudia Dias (Portugal)

DOUBLE BILL

TRIPLE BILL
The Old Testament According to
The Loose Collective
The Loose Collective (Austria)

PROJECT CUBE
SAT 2 FEB, 6PM
40MINS — 20MINS

Siena (First Look)
La Veronal (Spain)
Mortuus Est Philippus (First Look)
Philip Connaughton (Ireland)

€12 / €10 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS

TEN: White/Grey Studies
in Movement
Liv O’Donoghue (Ireland)

SAT 2 FEB, 7.30PM

Moscow
La Veronal (Spain)

65MINS
€20 / €18 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS

TEN is a delicate and beautifully
executed duet that displays
sophisticated technique and intricate
movements. Performed by Liv
O’Donoghue and Maria Nilsson
Waller, TEN is a nuanced exploration
of lost and found connections between
two bodies. Themes of birdsong, touch
and conversation are amplified in a
landscape of movement and sound.
The ten parts of the piece were inspired
by the events of time in which they were
created, allowing varying themes to
occur as the piece progresses.

See page 14 for information on this artist.

In their new work, The Loose
Collective aim to make a living
translation of the Old Testament, a
stage-translation of this enormous
body of text in its entirety. They
integrate text-sampling and baroque
choir, beat-boxing and diasporapostpunk into their musical dance
performance, and rearrange bible
verses into unexpected combinations.

PROJECT UPSTAIRS
SAT 2 FEB, 9.30PM
15MINS — 25MINS — 15MINS
€20 / €18 CONCESSIONS & DI MEMBERS
A repeat performance of Friday night’s Triple Bill.
See page 15 for information on these dance works
and artists.

The Old Testament is a coproduction of
Tanzquartier Wien, Kunstverein Archipelago Wien
and Performance initiative 22 Graz; grant-aided
by the cultural department of the city of Vienna,

See page 13 for information on this artist.
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Image of TEN (Liv O’Donoghue) by Luca Truffarelli

PERFORMANCE

Presented as part of the E-Motional
Performance Exchange Programme,
Lia Haraki’s Tune In is an hypnotic,
haunting solo performance by one
of the most distinctive Cypriot dance
makers. The second in a series of
works researching how repetition
can stimulate a sensory response,
Tune In is an exploration of how
motion brings emotion, and how by
witnessing this process one can reach
a new state of being.

Stadt Graz Kultur, Kultur Land Steiermark and
bmu:kk; in cooperation with D.ID/Dance Identity
Burgenland and supported by Dance Ireland/
Dublin, Dansenshus/Stockholm, Dansescenen/
Copenhagen and Co-Festival and Kino Šiška/
Ljubljana through Modul-dance. This presentation
is supported by the Embassy of Austria in Ireland.
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PERFORMANCE

Tune In
Lia Haraki (Cyprus)

PROJECT UPSTAIRS

MINUTES
IN MOTION

M AY

JUNE

Anticipated Moment

Bi-sector

Lucia Kickham, Patric Kickham

Robbie Synge

Between the peaks and the troughs of any

One mind between two homes.

waveform lies a period of exponential
velocity. We live our lives in these periods,

12 one-minute dance films

each of differing length, as we anticipate the
next moment worthy of the label “event”.

Celebrating the diversity of dance activity in
Ireland today, Dance Ireland has commissioned 12
one-minute dance films, which will be premiered
on the Dance Ireland 21 website on the 21st of
every month throughout 2013.

J U LY

AUGUST

Spilling [bodies]

Blind Runner

Katrin Neue, milk|gyunyuu

Megan Kennedy, Jessica Kennedy,

milk|gyunyuu take a close look

Daniel Keane

at the moment before and after

A blind athlete runner and his running

and the moment in between.

guide race in a dilapidated setting as
FILM

early morning light creeps into the sky.

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

Trip-Nós

One Etunim

Precarious

One Sided Coin

Sibéal Davitt, Emma O’Sullivan,

Morgann Runacre-Temple, Jessica Wright

Jonathan Mitchell

Deirdre Murphy, Jonah McGreevy,

Gavin FitzGerald

Morning ablutions have never

A man bursts onto a rooftop pursued by

Timmy O’Sullivan

Where two sessions collide

been so hard; gravity is on strike

something unseen, but there is no way down

A physical description of an

with a few simple steps.

and time is indecisive.

– he checks his watch: he has sixty seconds

imbalance of power.

to escape, but to where and from what?

MARCH

APRIL

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Toe Tales

Contour

Urban Pulse

Closer

Hazel Hodgins

Mary Wycherley, Laura Murphy, Jürgen Simpson

Ashlene McFadden

Fearghus Ó Conchúir

A fragmented experience of reality,

Weaving a thread of connection between dance,

A rhythmic exploration of the

A duet of distance and

relationships; the body... To disunite

film and performance art, Contour explores

sound textures and unique natural

surprising proximity between

the elements of dance is to allow

the body as ‘landscape’ and a space in which

soundscape of Dublin city.

viewer and performer.

an interpretation of the whole.

autobiography is embodied in movement.
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Image by Ros Kavanagh

FILM

Take a moment (just a minute!) to check them out —
www.danceireland.ie/21

19

Commissioned by Dance Ireland, photographer Maurice
Gunning has been ‘in residence’ in DanceHouse
throughout 2012. He has photographed the work of our
three Associate Artists – Emma Martin, Aoife McAtamney
and Liv O’Donoghue – as well as the day to day
activity of DanceHouse, to create a new body of work
incorporating still photography and moving image.

SOURCE

DANCEHOUSE
MAY 1 – DECEMBER 31, 2013
MON–SAT, 10AM–6PM
ADMISSION IS FREE
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Image by Maurice Gunning

PHOTOGRAPHY

An exhibition of photographs
by Maurice Gunning

Maurice Gunning is an Irish photographer and filmmaker. He studied
at the University of Wales, Newport for his MFA in Documentary
Photography. In 2012 Gunning was invited to exhibit at the
PhotoIreland Festival in the National Photographic Archive. The
exhibition, Encuentro has also been exhibited at the Centro Cultural
de Recoleta in Buenos Aires with support from Culture Ireland and
widely in the UK.
Maurice’s first documentary, The Chile 33 was screened on
RTÉ, and internationally through Off The Fence Distribution marking
the one year anniversary of the Chilean miners’ story. Other roles
as cinematographer include The Dance of Making, with dance
filmmaker Mary Wycherley; and a documentary, A Portrait of
Bullfighting (2012).
Since 2006 Gunning has been the photographer in residence
at the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance at the University
of Limerick. He continues to collaborate with many national and
international artists through this residency. His work was celebrated
in 2010 with a permanent exhibition of his work at the Irish World
Academy. A selection of his work, entitled PULSE was exhibited in
DanceHouse (2011–2012).
Gunning begins a new artist in resident programme in 2013
with the Liszt Academy of Music, Budapest.
www.mauricegunning.com
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Maurice’s images will be exhibited throughout
DanceHouse: drop in and take a look.

DANCE
IRELAND
ON TOUR

DERRY / LONDONDERRY

BELFAST

SLIGO

GALWAY
OFFALY

LIMERICK
TIPPERARY

WATERFORD
CORK

More locations and details to be announced
throughout the year: Visit danceireland.ie/21 for
details on when Dance Ireland will be near you.
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KILKENNY
WEXFORD

TRALEE

Image by Ros Kavanagh

TOUR

TOUR

LONGFORD

Dance Ireland embarks on a touring
road show to key venues, dance
residencies and festivals in 2013. This
is an opportunity for Dance Ireland
to support the vibrant national dance
sector and also to share information
about our work, services and supports
with regionally based artists and
companies – on their home ground.
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DANCE TALK 2
The Perception of the Irish
Dancing Body and the
International

DANCE
TALKS

DANCE TALK 3
Traditional Irish Dance in a
Modern Context

DANCEHOUSE
MON 21 OCT, 6PM
CURATOR: JOHN SCOTT

DANCEHOUSE

A key figure in the Irish dance scene
for the past 30 years, John Scott
focuses on notions of the ‘dancing
body’ and in particular perceptions
surrounding the Irish dancing body.

Breandán de Gallaí hosts an
exploration of the current state/
position of the Irish dance form in the
wake of the commercial Irish Dance
show era. What are the opportunities
and challenges for the form in the
performance arena, and what
platforms exist for its exploitation?

A founding member of Dance Ireland and Dublin

DANCEHOUSE

Dance Festival, John Scott is founder and director

SAT 21 SEP, 3PM

of John Scott Dance Company (formerly Irish

CURATORS: FITZGERALD & STAPLETON

Modern Dance Theatre), a multi-racial dance
collective. John is a resident artist at La MaMa,

Fitzgerald & Stapleton host an
inquiry into the nature and relevance
of contemporary dance with
international artists who both curate
and create dance work.

New York. He was awarded the Cultural award by

Fitzgerald & Stapleton is a dance theatre company

Irish African Refugee Network for his pioneering

A competitive Irish dancer from an early age,

work with survivors of torture. John has written

Breandán de Gallaí won a scholarship to study at

for Movement Research Journal and The Dance

the Gus Giordano dance academy in 1987. His

Insider. He has taught at UL, UCD and San José

professional dancing career began with Riverdance

University, USA.

and spanned nine years, seven as Principal Dancer.
He is currently completing a PhD in Arts Practice

founded and directed by Irish artists Emma

at the University of Limerick and to this end has

Fitzgerald and Áine Stapleton. Their current

created Noċtú and Rite of Spring as part of his PhD.

work WAGE is a co-production with Project Arts

Noċtú completed a five-week residency at the Irish

Centre Dublin and Abrons Arts Center New York,

Repertory Theatre in New York in 2011 and was

supported by Culture Ireland. They are part of
Culture Ireland’s international cultural programme
marking Ireland’s Presidency of the Council of the
European Union.
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nominated for two Drama Desk awards; while Rite of
Image by Maurice Gunning

TALKS

DANCE TALKS is a series of curated
conversations exploring questions and
ideas from the point of view of three
Dance Ireland artist members. Open
to the public and free of charge, each
Dance Talk takes place on the 21st of
September, October and November
and is a combination of keynote
presentation, audience Q&A and
panel discussion.

CURATOR: BREANDÁN DE GALLAÍ

Spring premiered at the opening of the Cavan Fringe
Fleadh in August 2012.
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TALKS

DANCE TALK 1
The Finest…. Q&A with
Fitzgerald and Stapleton

THURS 21 NOV, 6PM

We would like you to
consider collaborating with
us by making a one-time
donation of €21 to the Dance
Ireland 21 Commission.

We are a passionate bunch,
dedicated to the sharing of ideas
through movement. We want dance
artists in Ireland to continue making
dance that punches your gut, changes
your mind and touches your soul. But
they cannot do it alone. It takes time,
dedication, sweat, tears… and cash.

If you love dance, or you love
someone who dances, or you just
like to know that creative minds and
bodies are gathering and working
together to create something new,
then please support this campaign.

A commissioning fund for dance

Donate in person
at any Dance Ireland 21 event
Donate online
at www.danceireland.ie/21
or

Dance Ireland’s mission is to celebrate,
nurture and support dance in Ireland.
We aim to provide dance artists with the
ingredients to create and innovate, to give
them that essential background support
that makes their creative work possible.
But we want to do more.
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Post us a cheque to
Dance Ireland 21 Commission
DanceHouse, Foley Street, Dublin 1
No matter the amount, you are
participating in the creative process and
making dance with us. We are grateful
for your support. Thank you!

Image by Jonathan Mitchell

COMMISSION

For this reason, we have launched
the Dance Ireland 21 Commission,
which is seeking to raise €21,000
during 2013 to create a fund that
will commission and support new
dance works in 2014. This fund will
help to sustain the work of original
dance artists working to make
new dance in Ireland in 2014.
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COMMISSION

DANCE
I R E L A N D 21
COMMISSION

ABOUT
DANCEHOUSE

Located in the heart of Dublin’s
city centre, DanceHouse is the
home of Dance Ireland and
the wider dance community.
DanceHouse is at the centre of
vibrant arts activity in the city
through its wide ranging use
by both professional dance
artists and dance enthusiasts.

In addition to our rehearsal studios,
this state of the art facility also houses
an artists’ resource room, a green
room facility and exhibition spaces,
as well as changing facilities and
showers available throughout.
Studios are suitable for a range
of activities including rehearsals,
classes, auditions, film shoots & photo
shoots, examinations, workshops
and meetings. Free wifi is available
throughout the venue.
DanceHouse is uniquely
located at the centre of all public
transport systems in Dublin. It is only
a stone’s throw away from the Luas
Red Line Busáras stop and Connolly
Station and a five minute walk from
O’Connell Street.
DanceHouse which opened in
December 2006 as a result of a joint
venture by Dublin City Council, the
Arts Council, McCabe Builders Ltd,
is owned by Dublin City Council and
operated on licence by Dance Ireland.
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Image by Ros Kavanagh

It is a rehearsal base for companies
working across all genres of dance
as well as being a hive of activity
with dance classes open to everyone
ranging from ballet to Irish dance,
tap to contemporary, among many,
many others.
Our light-filled studios are fully
equipped with sprung floors, music
systems and mirrors. Studios 1 & 5
are fitted with fixed ballet barres.
Portable barres are also available
for use in all studios. Upright pianos
are available in studios 1 & 4 which
make them ideal for a variety of
rehearsal purposes.
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DANCE
I R E L A N D 21
TEAM

A BIG Thank You to….
Cian O’Brian, Niamh O’Donnell, Melanie Wright and
all at Project Arts Centre, Jeanette Keane and all at
the Abbey Theatre, Stephanie Dickenson at Kate Bowe
PR, Dermot McLaughin, Lynsey Ni Rainaill and all at
Temple Bar Cultural Trust, David McKenna, Catherine
Boothman, Davide Terlingo, Ray Yeates and all at The
Lab, Dublin City Council, Mary Nunan, John Scott,
Breandán de Gallaí, Emma Fitzgerald, Áine Stapleton,
Maurice Gunning, Mary Wycherley, Liv O’Donoghue,
Aoife McAtamney, Liz Roche, Justine Doswell, Núria
Font, Julia Carruthers and all at Dublin Dance Festival,
Karen Hanratty, Paul Grady.

Chief Executive: Paul Johnson
General Manager: Siân Cunningham
Programme Manager: Elisabetta Bisaro
Marketing & Membership Officer: Inga Byrne
Receptionists: Caoimhe MacAndrew, Aoife Ryan
Dance Ireland Intern: Rachel Horkan

A huge thank you to all of the artists participating in
our anniversary programme and to all the people who
worked on bringing each event to fruition: we literally
could not have done it without you.

Dance Ireland Board of Directors
Dr Adrienne Brown (Chair), Breandán de Gallaí,
Richard Johnson, Megan Kennedy (Secretary),
Anne Maher, Lisa McLoughlin, Richard Wakely
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Production Manager for Made in Dublin:
Hugh Roche Kelly
Marketing & PR Consultant: Annette Nugent
Graphic Design: Conor & David
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DANCE IRELAND 21 IS BROUGHT
TO YOU WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF:
CORE FUNDERS

DANCE IRELAND 21 FUNDERS/PARTNERS

The Arts Council participation in the Cultural
Programme to mark Ireland’s Presidency of the
Council of the European Union is supported by the
Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht

Tá rannpháirtíocht na Comhairle Ealaíon sa Chlár
Cultúrtha chun comóradh a dhéanamh ar Uachtaránacht
na hÉireann ar Chomhairle an Aontais Eorpaigh á tacú
ag an Roinn Ealaíon, Oidhreachta agus Gaeltachta.

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

Culturefox.ie is the definitive online guide to Irish
cultural events, giving you complete information about
cultural activities both here and abroad.
To find out what’s on near you right now, visit
Culturefox.ie on your computer or mobile phone.

Download the FREE App
available now for:

iPhone | Android | Blackberry

VENUE PARTNERS
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DANCE IRELAND
DanceHouse, Foley Street, Dublin 1
+353 1 855 8800
info@danceireland.ie
Dance Ireland is the trading name of the
Association of Professional Dancers in Ireland Ltd.
Company Registration No. 189346
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Charity No. 16193

